Vocabulary Practice

A. Directions: Write the word from the box that correctly completes each sentence.

ardent  expedition  feasibility  manifestation  prestige  resourcefulness

1. Architects came to the school to check the __________________________ of
   expanding the gymnasium.

2. Eva knew that the job at the law firm would offer both money and
   __________________________

3. As a(n) __________________________ supporter of the environment, Lee spoke
   out about the need for a new recycling center.

4. The climbing __________________________ involved hiking two miles up the
   mountain to reach the campground.

5. The doctor knew that a swollen ankle is an early __________________________
   of a severe sprain.

6. The scouts honored Maria for her __________________________, because she
   always seemed to be prepared.

B. Directions: Choose the word that means the same or almost the same as the
   boldfaced word.

7. ardent
   powerful  adventurous  devoted
   fierce  devoted

8. feasibility
   possibility  insecurity  responsibility
   requirement  responsibility

9. expedition
   explanation  danger  monument
   journey  monument

10. prestige
    hope  recognition
    meeting  appointment

11. resourcefulness
    capability  dedication
    interest  comfort

12. manifestation
    approval  admission
    reluctance  indication